1 Abstract 1 Natural language descriptions of plant phenotypes are a rich source of information for genetics and 2 genomics research. We computationally translated descriptions of plant phenotypes into structured 3 representations that can be analyzed to identify biologically meaningful associations. These repre-4 sentations include the EQ (Entity-Quality) formalism, which uses terms from biological ontologies 5 to represent phenotypes in a standardized, semantically-rich format, as well as numerical vector 6 representations generated using Natural Language Processing (NLP) methods (such as the bag-of-7 words approach and document embedding). We compared resulting phenotype similarity measures 8 to those derived from manually curated data to determine the performance of each method. Com-9 putationally derived EQ and vector representations were comparably successful in recapitulating 10 biological truth to representations created through manual EQ statement curation. Moreover, NLP 11 methods for generating vector representations of phenotypes are scalable to large quantities of text 12 because they require no human input. These results indicate that it is now possible to compu-13 tationally and automatically produce and populate large-scale information resources that enable 14 researchers to query phenotypic descriptions directly. 15 2 Background 16 Phenotypes encompass a wealth of important and useful information about plants, potentially 17
quantification of phenotype similarity particularly challenging (Thessen, Cui, and Mozzherin, 2012;  annotation (mapping ontology terms to input text descriptions) in order to compare the annotations 165 made by these computational methods to the hand-curated annotations produced by Oellrich, Walls 166 et al. (2015) . 167 Partial precision (P P ) is defined as the average similarity between each predicted term and 168 the most similar corresponding target term. Corresponding terms are defined as those that were 169 annotated to the same input text. This metric is similar to the traditional notion of binary precision 170 because it captures the fraction of predicted information which is in fact true. Partial recall (P R) 171 is defined as the average similarity between each target term and the most similar corresponding 172 predicted term. Again, this is similar to the concept of binary recall because it captures the 173 fraction of true information which is present in (recalled by) the predicted annotations. Formally 174 these metrics can be given as
where n is the number of target (curated) terms indexed by j, m is the number of predicted terms 179 indexed by i, t i is a particular predicted term, t j is a particular target term, and let y(t i , t j ) be 180 true if the terms were annotated to the same input text description and false otherwise. for partial matches between words and ontology terms, matches with alterations in the ordering of 200 words, and matches to multiple ontology terms that overlap in the input text. As output, both of 201 these tools provide a set of ontology terms mapped to the text input, as well as the position within 202 the text to which each term mapped. We used NCBO Annotator with the default set of parameters 203 and NOBLE Coder with both precise and partial matching. is that the Naïve Bayes classifier is capable of learning arbitrary associations between text and 218 terms annotated to that text by curators, and unlike NCBO Annotator and NOBLE Coder, does 219 not explicitly take into account any syntactic similarity between the text and terms.
220
Word embeddings generated with Word2Vec (Mikolov et al., 2013) were incorporated to support the 222 semantic annotation process using the above tools and methods. this case are defined as two terms that have an overlap in the set-of-words from the text description 256 that was associated with those terms by the semantic annotation methods.) EQ statements were 257 ranked by the average scores assigned during semantic annotation to ontology terms from which they were composed, then by the fraction of the words in the text description directly corresponding 259 to an ontology term in the EQ statement. Up to the k highest ranked EQ statements were retained 260 for each text description, with k = 4 being the default value and used for the results described here. 
714
The threshold indicates the similarity value at which two words are considered the same for the 715 purposes of the semantic annotation step. The lines illustrate metrics calculated based on terms 716 from all ontologies rather than separated by ontology.
717 Table 3 . Distributions of minimal undirected path lengths between nodes in dependency graphs 718 mapped to terms in high-quality EQ statements.
719
Term 1 Term 2 n 1 p(l = 1) p(l = 2) p(l ≥ 3) 
735
The far right column in the heatmap refers to an average Consistency Index for a given method 736 across all subsets. 
